
 

MT816 Steel Wheel Asphalt Compactor Roller For Sale

VIBRATORY TANDEM ROAD ROLLER

FOR ASPHALT ROAD CONSTRUCTION

MITNIK MT816 Smooth Wheel Roller Compaction  is suitable for all kinds of cohesive soil, sand,
gravel, sand and gravel mixture, building materials, such as the stability of soil compaction work.
Especially in the rural village road, highway, underground garage, playground and various grooved
backfill earthwork compaction and other small project assignments in the most economical and
practical.

The characteristics and advantages of tandem drum roller:
1.Taken the environmental protection and energy saving:
Comprehensive energy saving 16.37%, of which USES, turbocharged engine at low speed, energy
saving more than 10%; The clutch pedal linkage, 6.37% energy saving.

2.Taken the high efficiency:
Vibratory wheel has seven patents, stable starting, long service life, large vibration force, the
compaction effect is good; Upgrade to lighting design, to improve the working efficiency of the night.

3.Taken the hot work:
Special engine suction channel, the cooling effect is good, suitable for 50 degrees Celsius
environment.
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4. Comfortable manipulation:
Circulating operation, light and quick; Engine room closed, fully sealed cab, low noise, low vibration,
improve the working environment.

5.Taken the maintenance energy and time:
Engine high fixed air inlet, air filter to extend the maintenance cycle; After the engine hood shell
opening Angle is big, easy to maintenance; Equipped with green maintenance free battery.

6. Taken the safe and reliable: Large brake torque drive axle; Snuff out the brakes.

The steel drum roller main features:
1、Mechanical drive, three-speed gear shift. Hydraulic vibration， start-oscillation by electronic
control, hydraulic steering and light operation
2、Articulated frame， flexible steering, nice appearance and streamlined design, The back casing
can be turned up in a big angle for easily maintenance
3、This roller has super compaction performance. Double amplitude which applies to different stage
compaction works. This system also has the function of delayed transition and stable transition of
amplitude
4、Adopt the special gear-box with synchronizer, easy to operate and comfortable
5、An air-conditioner can be optional

 

Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1176
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